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“RTCA DO254 - Guidance document for the development 
of hardware components for airborne equipment – requires 
the functional behavior of FPGAs to be silicon proven on the 
final application hardware:

§6.3.1: “When it is not feasible to verify specific
requirements by exercising the hardware item in its intended
operational environment, other verification means should be
provided and justified.”

Furthermore the guidance requests  
evidence of the FPGA functional 
requirements coverage – as explicitly 
mentioned in FAA Order 208110.105 §6.2d:

“We support RTCA/DO-254 when we 
require applicants to measure and record 
the verification coverage of the requirements 
achieved by test on the component itself in  
its operational environment.”

So the verification of an FPGA in a DO254 
context must:

- Be performed on the device itself
on its final application board

- Be quantified in terms of functional
requirement coverage

This article shows how the Barco Silex AVP254 uses 
Mentor Graphics to solve this challenge, giving credibility 
toward certification authorities and much more.”

AVP254 PRINCIPLE 
DO254 requires FPGA specification to be described by 
means of hardware requirements, so that the verification 
needs to be conducted by the coverage of those 
requirements. 

The FPGA verification process begins with the definition 
and the realization of the testbench for both simulation 
and physical tests. Once it is available and qualified, the 
hardware test procedures covering FPGA requirements in 
line with the characteristics of the verification environment 
can be described.

With the test procedures available and reviewed testing can 
begin. The testbench applies stimuli on the device under 
test and records its response. The results are analyzed 
and reported in the hardware test results document by the 
verification engineer.

Barco Silex AVP254 provides a complete and qualified 
testbench solution able to run both simulation and physical 
tests.

 Fig 1: AVP254 in a DO254 flow

AVP254 HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO FACILITATE  
THE DESCRIPTION OF TEST PROCEDURES 
As each FPGA design has its own specificities, AVP254 
is built on a common base that can be customized 
according to the project needs.

For this reason the solution proposes two different sets of 
instructions made in an easily understandable format for 
describing the test procedures.

The first set of instructions contains the most common 
test functions that are typically used in FPGA verification 
projects. This is the AVP254 “Basic set”:
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The second set of instructions contains test functions that 
need to be customized according to the characteristics of 
the FPGA being tested. This is the AVP254 “Custom set”:

For communication interface, two instructions SET_COM 
and GET_COM ensure the management of communication 
links according to the specific protocol to be used.

In the same way, the CALCULATE function can be used 
to call up algorithm models (from any other modelling 

language) and to compare the FPGA under test response 
with these models.

On customer request Barco Silex can also provide specific 
instructions set. In any case they will be provided with their 
associated qualification file.

It is very useful to use this approach when switching 
from one project to another as the verification team 
always works with the same environment and the same 
instructions.

AUTOMATIC STIMULI GENERATION 
The stimuli format is explicit enough to be used in the 
hardware test procedures document. Once the document 
has been written, it can be automatically converted into 
AVP254 stimuli format. Then there is no risk of deviation 
between the test procedures document and the actual 
stimuli applied on the testbench.

  

Fig 2: From FPGA specification to AVP254 Stimuli
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Instruction Description
ASSIGN Assign a value to a single signal or to a bus
SET_IO_DIR Define the direction of the IO lines – input or output
CHECKOUT Acquire a signal and compare its value to the expected value
CHECKSIG Measure the signal period and duty cycle and compare them to the expected values
CHECKTIME Measure the time between two events and compare it to the expected value
WAIT_EVENT Wait for an event on a signal
WAIT_TIME Wait for a defined time
LOOP / LOOPx Repeat a sequence of instructions
DISPLAY Display a message in the log file 

Table 1: AVP254 basic set of instructions

Instruction Description
SET_COM Give the configuration and  

the data to be sent using user 
defined interfaces

GET_COM Check configuration and  
data received using user  
defined interfaces

CALCULATE Call the user defined  
algorithm models 

Table 2 : AVP254 custom set of instructions
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A UNIQUE SET OF TEST PROCEDURES:  
PAINLESS PHYSICAL VERIFICATION 
In traditional DO254 verification flows the FPGA verification 
is initially carried out by means of simulation, and then 
on the hardware. So all activities – from the testbench 
specification to the elaboration of test procedures and 
review of all procedures must be performed twice.

One of the main advantages of AVP254 is to use the same 
stimuli for both simulation and physical verification. Once 
the test procedures have been written and reviewed for the 
simulation environment they can be used as they are on the 
physical verification environment.

This is possible because each part of the physical testbench 
is modelled in an HDL language so that it can be run using 
Mentor Graphics ModelSim® or Questa® simulators.

Fig 3: Strict equivalence between physical test  

and simulation

This architecture ensures a strict equivalence between the 
physical test and the simulation environment. The hardware 
test procedures can be played either on the physical test 
environment or on the simulation environment; user’s 
choice. 

GET THE RESULTS 
Whatever the environment chosen in order to execute 
test procedures, AVP254 will automatically generate the 
corresponding test log files including a global status OK or 
KO for the considered test as well as a detailed report with 
all the verifications carried out.

For each check this detailed report indicates the expected 
value – including the associated margin – as well as the 
actual measurement value. Even if the measured value 
matches your pass/fail criteria you may be interested in 
having its exact value.

For example you will be able to see the differences 
dependent on the operating conditions during physical 
testing (temperature variation, voltage variation) or during 
gate level simulation (temperature, voltage and process 
variations).

As the files are in a text format and because they include 
traceability to the FPGA requirements, you can use them 
in order to automatically generate the hardware test results 
document. 

In case of non-regression testing, it is easy to make  
a comparison with previous versions  
of your log files.

 
TAKE ADVANTAGE  
OF THE SIMULATION

As the FPGA is tested in its intended 
environment (i.e., on the application  
board) the AVP254 allows performing 
FPGA verification in accordance  
with RTCA DO254 guidance.

Using AVP254 in simulation mode  
with ModelSim or Questa—running the same procedures 
— brings additional benefits to the verification.

Advantage 1: Early Debug 
Generally the test equipment or the final application board 
is not available when an FPGA development project starts. 
Furthermore, even if it is available, the number of hardware 
materials is limited which makes units difficult to share 
between all the engineers.

So it can be useful to have a simulation environment, which 
reflects exactly what the hardware will be. Consequently, 
engineers can start designing and verifying the FPGA by 
simulation before moving painless into the real world. They 
can also tune their test procedures before running them on 
the real hardware.
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Advantage 2: Deep Debug Capabilities 
Physical testing makes it possible to execute tests  
much faster than the simulation environment. It is useful  
for testing events occurring with a period greater than 
a few seconds but the counterpart is that there is less 
visibility for performing the debug. At best only access  
to the FPGA IOs will be available.

For this reason when a bug is found during physical 
verification it can be very difficult and very time consuming 
to identify the root cause of the problem.

Thanks to the duality of AVP254 it is possible to reproduce 
the bug in the simulation environment using either RTL 
or Gate level FPGA model. The verification engineer will 
then have access to all FPGA signals (internal or external). 
Identification of the root cause becomes much easier.

Advantage 3: Code Coverage 
Code coverage report can be generated by AVP254 when  
running the test in the simulation environment with Questa  
or ModelSim. Metrics provided can be used for certification  

#------------------------------------------------------------#
# Date         : 2016/02/26  -  16:11
# USER         : frra
# App. Version : 1.0
# Testbench    : Virtual - RTL
#------------------------------------------------------------#

#------------------------------------------------------------#
# File    : Test_TOP_AVP254_DEMO_GPIO_List.txt
# Version : 1-00
#------------------------------------------------------------#

#------------------------------------------------------------#
# Test_TOP_AVP254_DEMO_GPIO : OK
#------------------------------------------------------------#

+> Test_TOP_AVP254_DEMO_GPIO_step1 : OK
   COV.AVP254_DEMO-TOP.GPIO-1             : OK
   COV.AVP254_DEMO-HR.GPIO-1              : OK

+> Test_TOP_AVP254_DEMO_GPIO_step2 : OK
   COV.AVP254_DEMO-TOP.GPIO-2             : OK
   COV.AVP254_DEMO-HR.GPIO-2              : OK

+> Test_TOP_AVP254_DEMO_GPIO_step3 : OK
   COV.AVP254_DEMO-TOP.GPIO-3             : OK
   COV.AVP254_DEMO-HR.GPIO-3              : OK

#------------------------------------------------------------#
# Date         : 2016/03/16  -  18:19
# User         : frra
# App. Version : 1.0
# Testbench    : Virtual - RTL
#------------------------------------------------------------#

#------------------------------------------------------------#
# Test_TOP_AVP254_DEMO_GPIO_step2: OK
#------------------------------------------------------------#

+> ASSOCIATED FILES VERSION:

   Sequence file      : 1-00

+> REQUIREMENTS:

COV.AVP254_DEMO-TOP.GPIO-2
COV.AVP254_DEMO-HR.GPIO-2

+> VERIFICATIONS:

0001 : CHECKSIG(SYNC[0], 1 us, 100 ns, 0.5 us,  
                               50 ns, 32 us)
           Period expected value (min / max)                
                                                : 0.9000 us / 1.1000 us
           Period measured value (min / max)                
                                                : 1.0000 us / 1.0000 us
           High level duration expected value (min / max)  
                                                : 0.4500 us / 0.5500 us
           High level duration measured value (min / max)  
                                               : 0.5000 us / 0.5000 us
           Status                : OK

0002 : CHECKSIG(SYNC[0], 2 us, 100 ns, 1 us,  
                               50 ns, 32 us)
           Period expected value (min / max)               
                                               : 1.9000 us / 2.1000 us
           Period measured value (min / max)              
                                               : 2.0000 us / 2.0000 us
           High level duration expected value (min / max)              
                                               : 0.9500 us / 1.0500 us
           High level duration measured value (min / max)                
                                               : 1.0000 us / 1.0000 us
           Status                : OK

0003 : CHECKSIG(SYNC[0], 3 us, 100 ns, 1.5 us,  
                               50 ns, 32 us)
           Period expected value (min / max)                
                                                : 2.9000 us / 3.1000 us
           Period measured value (min / max)                
                                                : 3.0000 us / 3.0000 us
           High level duration expected value (min / max)                  
                                                : 1.4500 us / 1.5500 us
           High level duration measured value (min / max)                 
                                                : 1.5000 us / 1.5000 us
             Status                : OK
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credit as explained in Mentor Graphics White Paper  
“Code Coverage Explained for DO-254 Programs”:

“To meet the needs of the FAA document, it is 
recommended that for level A/B devices, you must at 
the very least run Statement and Branch coverage, 
with a target of 100% (analyse and justify any gaps). 
To meet the EASA certification memo, you will have 
to map the ModelSim/Questa metrics to what is stated 
in the memo. For level A devices, this likely means 
running Statement, Branch, Condition, Expression 
(ideally FEC) and FSM coverage. For level B devices, 
this likely means only Statement and FSM coverage.”

With the AVP254, because the two environments are 
identical, the code coverage score obtained in the virtual 
simulation also reflects the coverage achieved on silicon 
during the physical verification. It is therefore possible to 
provide metrics demonstrating the completeness of the 
verification conducted on board.

Then the verification carried out on the application hardware 
is provided with quantified values in terms of functional 
requirements coverage.

Fig 5: Modelsim code coverage report

CONCLUSION 
AVP254 is a modular test platform which provides FPGA 
testing in accordance with DO254 guidance. It supplies both 
a physical and a simulation environment using an easy to 
understand stimuli format that can be customized.

Thanks to Mentor Graphics, Barco Silex AVP254 solution is 
capable of performing RTL or gate level simulations while 
giving the appropriate code coverage reports for both virtual 
and physical verification.

It fulfills the DO254 expectation by providing a full and 
quantified verification of FPGA devices in their intended 
environment.

The AVP254 solution, powered by Mentor Graphics 
Modelsim, combined with the DO254 expertise of Barco 
Silex, has already been used for the successful certification 
of FPGA projects submitted to FAA or EASA by many 
different customers.

More information about AVP254 Product is on the Barco 
Silex web site: http://www.barco-silex.com/node/285/
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